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1 Introduction 

 
 
 

1.1 APPROACHING MIRANDA JULY 
 

Miranda July fascinated and confused me from the moment I first read her col-
lection of short stories, No One Belongs Here More Than You (2007). I was con-
vinced that she lends a voice to her generation, but at the same time I was not 
sure who that generation would encompass and why. This initial impression di-
rectly spawned my interest in conducting academic research on her work. When 
I asked myself why her stories generated such confusion in me, I noticed that 
they left me with a vague and ambiguous impression. It was clear that the stories 
excessively circle around the self. Constantly engaged in self-reflection, her 
first-person narrators seem to be searching for something within. This concern 
about the self connects July�s stories with the spiritual self-help realm, which is 
even explicitly mentioned in the stories. Surprisingly though, July�s representa-
tions of this self-searching and of self-help often appear to be ironic. They seem 
to open up a conflict about how the issue of self-help is to be approached. 

My attempt to shed some light on this tension led to the realization that there 
has been little academic research on July’s work to date. To my knowledge, 
there are merely three articles about her Internet project Learning to Love You 
More (Bryan-Wilson; Graham and Cook; Balestrini “Photography as Online Life 
Writing”) and one about her short story “Birthmark” (Balestrini “Aylmer�s Ex-
periment”). In contrast to this lack, journalists and art critics have largely dis-
cussed her work and her life.1 Similar to my impression, literary and film critics 
have also detected an undefinable strangeness (Cutter; Boncza-Tomaszewski). 
While the German journalist Georg Diez noticed that her work might have to do 
with self-help (“Glück”), an academic study of her work is still outstanding – a  

                                                             
1 The German art magazine Mono.Kultur and the Swiss lifestyle magazine DU each 

published one whole edition about her life. 
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space I want to fill with this book. Diez remarks that her short stories appeal to 
an intellectual readership that is interested in the sophisticated, as opposed to the 
popular, kind of self-help. As the discourse of self-help belongs to the cultural 
practices of whiteness, I add the assumption that July�s readership is likely to be 
categorized as white.2 While I find it hard to define the boundary between popu-
lar and sophisticated self-help, in my opinion Diez�s comment refers to a con-
flict. This conflict might very well be what I experienced in my first reading of 
July. According to this thesis, the rationally-educated, middle-class reader is un-
easy about the consultation of self-help literature. This view is in part justified 
by the observation that advice on how to improve one�s self often tends to be 
simplistic or irrationally spiritual. At the same time, however, the individual in 
question cannot fully discard the search for support. This is because the much-
discussed era of “individualization” (Beck; Bauman) requires the individual to 
be fully self-reliant. The model achiever in this individualized society, the “ex-
pressive individualist” (Bellah; Fluck “Cultures of Criticism,” “Multiple Identi-
ties”), knows how to find and successfully market his or her individuality. Such 
an engagement with the self is a privilege of white identity that embodies indi-
vidualism (Twine). The educated white, middle-class reader enters a conflict 
when he or she searches for his or her self with the help of self-reflection, medi-
tation, or self-help books. Nevertheless, a considerable number of people, in-
cluding the educated classes, seem to be pursuing this search. Statistics suggest 
an increased turnover of self-help books since the 1980s.3 Activities such as yo-
ga retreats are booming because they are not only used by private persons, but 
also by professionals for self-awareness trainings. Additionally, the media re-
flects this heightened interest in this discourse of “self-help” or “therapy culture” 
(Illouz; Rieff).4  

                                                             
2 For a definition of whiteness see Frankenberg, “On Unsteady Ground.” 

3 According to Steven Starker, over 3700 titles with the beginning “How to...” were 

published in the US from 1983 to 1984 (2). McGee writes that “[s]elf-help book sales 

rose by 96% from 1991 to 1996” (11). In the year 2013, Kathryn Schulz in the article 

“The Self in Self-Help” writes that Americans have developed an 11 billion dollars 

industry of self-help. 

4 I am not arguing that there is no difference between psychological therapy and self-

help. Psychology as a science performs a different task in helping people than does 

the popular realm of self-help. Throughout this book, I am referring to �therapy� in its 

forms that treat neuroses, such as conversational therapy or behavioral therapy, in dis-

tinction to therapies that treat psychotic mental illnesses. Along with Illouz, however, 

I maintain that there is a continuum between professional therapy and self-help. Their 
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With its focus on the self, July�s collection of short stories appears to be 
based on exactly this point of conflict. The stories apply self-help rhetoric and 
depict first-person narrators in acts of self-reflection. The rhetoric is dramatized 
however, so that absurd scenes and comical moments suggest self-help�s failure. 
Contrary to such a critical approach, July and Harrell Fletcher�s participative In-
ternet project Learning To Love You More (the website was active between 2002 
and 2009) seems to unquestioningly reproduce self-help�s promise. This places 
July�s concept within a different perspective. The project transforms some con-
cerns of the 1960s Euro-American, avant-garde movements into art as self-help. 
It motivates the audience to actively create art, for which July and Fletcher sup-
ply the virtual exhibition space. The participants follow strict instructions to turn 
their personal experiences into art. The title suggests that the aim of the project is 
�to learn to love oneself more�. 

In July�s first feature film Me and You and Everyone We Know (2005), art 
and self-help also play an important role. Here, however, everyone is not sup-
posed to be an artist. July plays the artist Christine Jesperson, who on her way to 
professional recognition uses art to heal other characters from their emotional 
pain. July�s artistic approach to self-help is apparently reflected through the 
character Christine. This happens in a setting in which the characters struggle to 
find their place in their social surroundings. The movie contrasts their individual 
self-help strategies with the possibilities that art provides. 

With regard to July�s recurring references to self-help culture, I noticed dif-
fering approaches within her intermedial work.5 Therefore, I ask how far she 
supports this culture, or how far she deconstructs or even rejects it. I want to il-
luminate the confusion that occurred in my first experience reading her work. To 
that effect, I ask how she represents self-help culture in each of the following 
media: on the Internet, in film, and within the short story. Which topics in July�s 
work bear a relation to this culture and which stylistic means suggest that she af-
firms it or distances herself from it? Who is she talking about and why? Which 
conflicts does July address and what does she render visible in a unique way? 

 
 

                                                                                                                                  
prevalence is the symptom of the same phenomenon, namely the “belaboring” of the 

self (McGee). 

5 I am basing my understanding of �intermediality� on Werner Wolf�s definition of in-

termediality in its broad sense (32). It applies to July�s work because she makes sig-

nificant references within one medium to other media. With the term �intermediality� I 

furthermore refer to the fact that her work consists of different media. 
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1.2 SELF-RELIANCE, THE INDIVIDUALIZED SOCIETY, AND 
THE EXPRESSIVE INDIVIDUALIST 

 
Prior to approaching these questions, I need to address the basis of the American 
self-help tradition and the discourse of the self and how these traditions find ex-
pression in the beginning of the twenty-first century. This can only be done se-
lectively, that is, with regards to certain instances that I consider to be constitu-
tive for July�s work. I am then going to explain how this context can be produc-
tive for a reading of July�s work. 

As one of the most influential figures in American history, Benjamin Frank-
lin is generally accepted as the initiator of US self-help culture (McGee 27; 
Starker 15).6 Franklin�s advice quarterly, Poor Richard�s Almanac (published 
yearly from 1732-58), and The Way to Wealth were essentially utilitarian and 
propagated self-improvement as a means to accumulate wealth. Such economic 
concerns in self-help culture are to be distinguished from spiritual ones. Utilitar-
ian and spiritual concerns in self-help often mingle, as McGee argues in her 
book Self-Help, Inc. (2005). Their categorization depends on different reading 
experiences, as different readings of Dale Carnegie�s self-help books illustrate. 
David Riesman calls Carnegie�s How to Win Friends and Influence People 
(1936) “inspirational” as it was supposed to serve “to adjust one to one�s fate 
and social state” (150). More convincing than Riesman�s is Starker�s argument: 
He claims that Carnegie�s advice book mainly advised businessmen on how to 
manipulate others (63-66). This example illustrates the merging of spiritual self-
help with utilitarianism. Specific to American culture, they mingle in the Puritan 
belief that spirituality is reflected in worldly possessions. The individual�s eco-
nomic success is a proof of his or her spirituality, his or her connection with god. 
The question of whether utilitarian and spiritual concerns can be looked at inde-

                                                             
6 Some books on the history of self-help in the US also point out that the Puritans had a 

great impact on self-help culture. Steven Starker explains that Puritan leaders devel-

oped prescriptive guidelines to live according to Puritan values such as work, dili-

gence, and thrift (14), as for example in Cotton Mather�s Bonifacius: An Essay to Do 

Good (1710); also cf. McGee 27. Sandra K. Dolby�s folklorist approach to the Ameri-

can self-help tradition bases a common advice culture in the reading of the bible (1-2). 

Although I do not want to dismiss biblical and especially Puritan impacts on the 

American self-help tradition, I am not considering them in further detail here, since I 

am not concentrating my readings of Miranda July�s work on specifically Christian is-

sues. That aside, Christianity can be discussed as an “embodiment of whiteness” (Dy-

er 15 ff.), and hence as part of white culture in a similar way as self-help.   
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pendently from each other in the American context is thus central to read July�s 
work. July explicitly references spirituality, while she places utilitarian or practi-
cal self-help into the background. Her work thus needs to be read critically, ask-
ing whether it relies on utilitarian beliefs disguised as purely spiritual ones. 

One reason for the flourishing of the US self-help industry is the great signif-
icance of the self in American culture. Many disciplines have attempted to define 
what exactly the �self� is. Whether one regards this question as a philosopher, a 
sociologist, or a psychologist – there is no definite answer. In this book, I apply 
the term in the understanding of the transcendentalists, as explained below. The 
concept of the self is deeply intertwined with that of the individual and the sub-
ject. According to Fluck�s definition, the individual is the character in its social 
dimension, and denotes the character who secludes himself from society in order 
to give primary concern to him or herself and his or her necessities (“Das Indi-
viduum,” with reference to Tocqueville). The character who believes in individ-
ualism and strives to accomplish it, is referred to as an individualist. The subject 
is the character in its philosophical dimension. This concept denotes the ability 
of self-reference and self-reflection. If this process succeeds, individuality, or a 
unique identity, develops. Not every individual in the social sense is marked by 
subjectivity in the philosophical one.  

According to the spiritual self-help realm, the self is �hidden� within the sub-
ject and therefore can only come to be known through intense self-reflection. 
Michel Foucault describes the cult of the self as a phenomenon that emerged 
from the US West coast, the place where July lives and works: “In the Californi-
an cult of the self, one is supposed to discover one�s true self, to separate it from 
that which might obscure or alienate it, to decipher its truth thanks to psycholog-
ical or psychoanalytic science, which is supposed to be able to tell you what your 
true self is” (Foucault in Rabinow, 362). He thus describes a tendency in the Cal-
ifornian middle-class to be obsessed with the self. In portraying individuals that 
are continuously concerned with their true self, July ties this cult of the self to 
cultural practices of whiteness. 

The American ideal of individualism nurtures this cult. The ideal owes part 
of its continuing appeal to Ralph Waldo Emerson�s concept of �self-reliance’. 
Emerson propagated individualism and self-reliance in distinction to the “blind-
man�s-buff” of “this game of conformity” (23). In the Romantic period, Emerson 
and the transcendentalists developed philosophical ideas opposed to the domi-
nant paradigm of rationalism and materialism. The transcendentalists were con-
cerned with subjectivity, and hence the self, which has continued to be a concern 
of people who are privileged through their race, class or gender. The transcen-
dentalists regarded the self as the spiritual origin of the world and propagated 
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that the self should be able to be given complete expression. This self-renewal 
through self-expression of the individual appears in July�s short stories, for ex-
ample, in the first-person narrators� self-reflections. In Learning To Love You 

More, it is implicated in the project�s very agenda.  
Transcendental thought and especially Emerson�s doctrine of self-reliance 

form great moments of American self-definition. From such Romantic ideas of 
the individual, Bellah et al. develop the concept of expressive individualism in 
their influential book Habits of the Heart. They distinguish between different 
categories with which Americans identify. Most importantly, they detect two dif-
ferent traditions of the individual. One is utilitarian individualism, stemming 
from a rationalist tradition. With reference to Benjamin Franklin, the worldly 
achiever in American history, this tradition reflects the desire for economic suc-
cess. The other tradition is expressive individualism, which goes back to Roman-
tic writers such as Emerson and Whitman and the conceptualization of the aes-
thetic self. Expressive individualism is 

 
[a] form of individualism that arose in opposition to utilitarian individualism [...]. Expres-

sive individualism holds that each person has a unique core of feeling and intuition that 

should unfold or be expressed if individuality is to be realized. This core, though unique, 

is not necessarily alien to other persons or to nature. Under certain conditions, the expres-

sive individualist may find it possible through intuitive feeling to �merge� with other per-

sons, with nature, or with the cosmos as a whole. Expressive Individualism is related to 

the phenomenon of romanticism in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century European and 

American culture. In the twentieth century, it shows affinities with the culture of psycho-

therapy. (Bellah 333-34) 

 
The concept thus denotes that identification with cultural values is higher than 
with economic ones. If a person earns a lot of money, then it has to be at least 
through something that one loves. Based on Bellah�s concept, Fluck has shown 
that expressive individualism is negotiated as a topic in Romanticist literature, 
for which he takes Melville�s Moby Dick as a case in point (Fluck, Das kulturelle 
Imaginäre 229-49, “Cultures of Criticism”). Since then, he claims, the social role 
of expressive individualism has increased considerably. In his opinion, this pro-
cess was set in motion by the growing authority of art and other forms of cultural 
self-expression, but especially by the increased possibilities of imaginary self-
empowerment offered through fiction.7 The era of post-industrialization and 

                                                             
7 Fluck posits that Melville came to regard literature as the ideal medium to explore the 

possibilities of the performance of an expressive identity. Through writing fiction, 
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postmodernism delivers a whole new range of options for expressive individual-
ists. In Fluck�s view, the present era – with its new “post-materialist values” of 
self-realization and radical self-determination – provides far more possibilities 
for and social importance of expressive individualism than any era before 
(Fluck, “Cultures of Criticism” 218). Fluck argues that “the multiplication of 
identity typical of expressive individualism is now the new habitus for whom the 
flexibility of identity options is becoming second nature” (“Multiple Identities” 
52). If this is true, then Miranda July is a representative of expressive individual-
ism, one who renders its values productive for her art. However, one also needs 
to critically ask whether we can nowadays still regard utilitarian and expressive 
individualism as distinct phenomena. If expressive individualism is a way to util-
itarian success, as McGee argues, then they are constitutive of each other. In 
consequence, while the opposition between the two categories is useful for anal-
ysis, it is doubtable whether this opposition can still be maintained in the era of 
consumerism, in which money buys individuality. 

Such a merging of utilitarian and expressive values is the topic of Richard 
Florida�s book The Rise of the Creative Class. I want to follow the question of 
whether July in her work addresses the members of this �creative class’. In dis-
tinction to Fluck�s focus on literature and culture, Florida�s central reference is 
the economy. This new creative class consists of well-educated people in science 
and engineering, the arts and entertainment. Previous working ethics were fash-
ioned according to the model in which there were few economic decision-makers 
and a mass of executing hands. In distinction to this outdated hierarchical model, 
the creative class wants to have a voice in their employers� decision-making pro-
cesses. Florida thus argues that a certain form of individualism pervades the con-
temporary educated middle-class. The members of this class adhere to ethics that 
are based on the creative expression of every individual mind: “Individuality, 
self-expression, and openness to difference are favored over the homogeneity, 
conformity, and �fitting in� that defined the previous age of large-scale industry 
and organization” (10). Business and creativity therefore do not exclude each 
other, but their combination promises to bring success. Florida thus confirms the 
notion that the ideal of expressive individualism merges in utilitarian individual-
ism. He adds that the creative class is a mainstream phenomenon; individuals 
who adhere to its values do not consider themselves as members of an alternative 
culture (176). They want to belong to society, not outside of it. In this argument, 
a tension becomes obvious: If everybody is individualized in the present era, can 

                                                                                                                                  
Fluck argues, the individual is able to extend him or herself endlessly (Das kulturelle 

Imaginäre 226).  
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the concept of expressive individualism still provide the self with the feeling of 
being special? 

July�s work illustrates the individual�s desire to be special despite his or her 
commonness and everyday life experiences. Her characters� striving to belong to 
the creative class is fraught with difficulties. If the creative class really is a posi-
tive phenomenon – where everyone may just express him or herself in order to 
be successful – why do its members need self-help at all? This also leads us to 
ask why July (as an expressive individualist) still finds it necessary to decon-
struct the self-help realm. If the social group that I have been defining here con-
tinues to consult advice literature, then this individualism must also have its neg-
ative sides. 

While Florida praises the creative class, Fluck does not only have laudatory 
words for the culture of expressive individualism. He perceives the prevalence of 
expressive individualism as one reason why people work ceaselessly for too little 
or no pay in the arts or in academia. Herein, he sees one reason for the emer-
gence of a “prekariat” (Fluck, “Multiple Identities” 49); a creative and flexible 
lifestyle can become a form of identification when a stable salary is out of reach. 
To put it bluntly, for academics and artists who do not have a significant role in 
capitalism, building a brand of one�s individuality can be what money is to the 
stockbroker: it is his or her currency. Such an individualistic endeavor is charac-
teristic of the members of the creative class. 

While the concept of individualism refers to the subject, individualization 
encompasses the greater structural implications within modern Western society. 
Some prominent sociologists provide critical perspectives on individualization, 
among them Zygmunt Bauman as well as Ulrich Beck and Elisabeth Beck-
Gernsheim. Bauman coined the term “the individualized society,” which I am 
going to refer to throughout this book. Bauman�s and Beck/Beck-Gernsheim�s 
theses are based on the assumption that middle-class, Western societies at the 
beginning of the twenty-first century are individualized societies. With the with-
drawal of institutions and their waning importance for structuring the individu-
al�s life, much more responsibility is requested from the individual (Beck and 
Beck-Gernsheim). This question of the self that is so inherent to American dis-
course here receives a more global perspective for Western societies. Instead of 
pursuing traditional paths, the individual has the opportunity to fashion his or her 
life according to his or her own wishes.8 Due to the fragmentation of society 
(Bauman), the individual may choose from a multiplicity of lifestyles. 
                                                             
8 David Riesman in The Lonely Crowd (1950) theorized the �other-directed� character 

in distinction to the �tradition-oriented� character. According to him, people�s orienta-

tion on traditional paths that are preset by the family is very weak in mid-twentieth 
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This argumentation can be seen as positive or rather alarming. The more pos-
itively inclined see an activation of biographical creativity in this society struc-
ture (Wagner 270). In Wagner�s study, which combines the individualization 
thesis with the human desire for acknowledgment, the individual can choose 
from whom he or she seeks acknowledgment (ibid.).9 More flexibly than in tra-
dition-oriented societies (Riesman), the contemporary individual chooses the 
people he or she wants to receive acknowledgment from. This independence 
gives him or her a greater freedom in all aspects of life. Even more positive is 
the postmodern celebration of the multiplicity of life choices, where having mul-
tiple identities sets the individual free from all power relations (Wagner with ref-
erence to Foucault, 278). 

By contrast, the negative view on individualization postulates that while the 
individual is more free to make choices about his or her life, social categories 
and the structure of society have basically stayed the same. Free choice and self-
reliance therefore merely appear as “biographical illusions” (Wagner with refer-
ence to Bourdieu, 8). In actual fact, the individual is caught in the same struc-
tures and merely undergoes �self-dramatization� (ibid.). He or she is requested to 
control and to take responsibility for him or herself. In former times, the com-
munity (e.g., the family) provided security. Bauman deplores that the “safety 
nets, of the self-woven and self-maintained kind – these second lines of trenches 
once offered by the neighborhood or the family, where one could withdraw to 
heal the bruises left by the marketplace skirmishes – have fallen apart, or have 
been considerably weakened” (86).10 In consequence, since society now rests on 
the individual taking responsibility for everything that concerns his or her life, 
societal crises (such as high unemployment) turn into personal ones. Not surpris-
                                                                                                                                  

century USA. Riesman�s study is limited to the white affluent urban middle class. 

This �other-direction� has to be distinguished from expressive individualism, which is 

not supposed to be based on an orientation on others, but also renounces tradition-

orientation’.  

9 The concept of acknowledgment receives much attention in sociological discourse, 

because the desire for it motivates most (social) activity in human beings (Wagner 

11). Wagner calls this �the ubiquity of acknowledgment’. Georg Franck sees the de-

sire for acknowledgment as a symptom of the affluent society. If all needs are met, 

people turn to other pursuits, such as wanting to be noticed by others (11). 

10 Also cf. Robert D. Putnam, Bowling Alone: “At the outset of our inquiry I noted that 

most Americans today feel vaguely and uncomfortably disconnected. […] The evi-

dence from our inquiry shows that this longing is not simply nostalgia or �false con-

sciousness.� Americans are right that the bonds of our communities have withered” 

(403).  

�
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ingly, individualization thus produces achievers and losers. The apparent free-
dom of biographical choice does not create the same opportunities for every in-
dividual. Some use it to their advantage, others fail. Moreover, this freedom al-
ways bears the danger to turn into anxiety. While firm societal structures provide 
stability, but constrict biographical choice, freedom of choice requests self-
reliance. �Self-dramatization� is the consequent attempt to provide oneself with 
stability, without taking recourse to external factors, such as a community. The 
question is, do July�s characters belong to the achievers or to the losers of indi-
vidualization? 

Considering that the freedom of life choices generates anxiety, the pervasion 
of self-help in the affluent classes in Western societies appears as a logical con-
sequence of individualization. Wagner points out that the individual seeks to po-
sition him or herself through self-control, awareness, and other methods that the 
self-help realm provides (8, 40-41). Wagner and Bauman are critical about the 
possible enhancements that the search for help offers. For Bauman, the “disem-
bedded individual” cannot be re-embedded anywhere (146; also cf. Beck). There 
is no community to turn to, as everybody is individualized. To him, individuali-
zation amounts to solitude, and he dismisses the possibility that there can be a 
community “out of solitude" (151). According to this bleak perspective on West-
ern societies, a “diffuse” anxiety (227) is the consequence that the American so-
ciologist David Riesman already perceived in his contemporaries in the 1950s 
(Riesman 25). An inclination to undergo therapy and to consult self-help litera-
ture can be an indication of this anxiety. 

July references this ambivalence of a society whose multiple life choices 
bring about freedom and anxiety at the same time. In her short stories the first-
person narrators seem isolated and therefore appear as variations of individuals 
who no longer distinguish between loneliness and individuality. In Me and You, 
the break-up of a family demands that family members position themselves 
anew, especially within the community of neighbors. The picture of suburban, 
white, middle-class life is contrasted with the figure of the artist. As the expres-
sive individual par excellence, the artist teaches the �average� person to find his 
or her inner self and express it. The Internet project LTLYM invites the anony-
mous participants to be re-embedded in a virtual community of �everyday� art-
ists.11 The content of July�s art are her characters’ strategies for coping with the 
                                                             
11 There is a general trend in the performing and visual arts to depict the �everyday’. The 

theater company Rimini Protokoll coined the term “experts of every day life” in their 

statistics-based theater project, “100%,” that stages local citizens. They have staged 

this project in different cities and call it accordingly: 100% Berlin, 100% London, 

100% Melbourne etc.  
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implications of individualization; of living in a state between individualism and 
anxiety. It remains to be asked how these individuals try to help themselves and 
to what extent they succeed or fail. 

 
 

1.3 THE FIGURE OF THE ARTIST, SELF-EXPRESSION, 
AND SELF-HELP 

 
Following the argument that there has been a rise of a creative class and that 
self-expression has become a major goal for the educated, white middle-class, it 
does not come as a surprise that the self-help realm is greatly influenced by the 
creative realm. Creativity in this sense means the fashioning of one�s life and 
one�s biography according to one�s personal wishes and plans. The ability to 
creatively fashion one�s life is a notion that has arisen as a positive implication 
of modernity. The individual is regarded to be freed from tradition-orientation 
(Riesman) and hence constriction of biographical choice. Here, the Romantic no-
tion of the self, with its concentration on self-awareness that is to be turned into 
self-expression, comes into play. Moreover, it becomes clear that the artist who 
achieves both serves as a model expressive individualist, as for example Walt 
Whitman. We come closer to understanding what Miranda July as an artist and 
her way of creating art might have to do with self-help. 

While the theoretical liberty to fashion one�s life is something that probably 
no one would want to cede, it entails complications for the self in light of the in-
dividualized society as I have outlined above. Moreover, it can be regarded as 
the root of a concentration on the self that some scholars estimate as highly prob-
lematical. In fact, the need to fashion the self is based on and gives rise to a “cul-
ture of narcissism” (Lasch) in which therapy and self-help thrives. Eva Illouz 
maintains this thesis in her book Saving the Modern Soul. Therapy, Emotions, 

and the Culture of Self-help. She convincingly shows how the �triumph of the 
therapeutic� (Rieff) has pervaded American culture. She regards popular self-
help as a continuum of psychological science: “Whether [therapy] has assumed 
the form of introspective psychoanalysis, a New Age �mind-body� workshop, or 
an �assertiveness training� program, it has mustered a rare level of cultural legit-
imacy across a wide variety of social groups, organizations, institutions, and cul-
tural settings” (6). In her criticism, she brings the science of psychology down 
from its pedestal and questions its legitimacy: “[W]hile psychology supposedly 
addresses and helps resolve our increasing difficulty in entering or remaining in 
social relations, it actually encourages us to put our needs and preferences above 
our commitments to others” (2). In its concentration on the self, Illouz argues, 
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therapy cements the disintegration of social relations. Her argument ties in with 
Bauman�s opinion about eroding communities and the impossibility of connect-
ing with others if everyone has learnt to care for him or herself only. Following 
this argument with all its consequences would mean that the self-help realm and 
therapy cement the �solitude� of the modern individual. 

In a more popular tone, Christina Hoff Sommers and Sally Satel, in their 
book One Nation Under Therapy: How the Helping Culture is Eroding Self-
Reliance, lament that �therapism� turns the American virtue of self-reliance into 
the vice of self-obsession. They “oppose [...] the view that Americans today are 
emotionally underdeveloped, psychically frail, and that they require the ministra-
tions of mental health professionals to cope with life�s vicissitudes” (3). The au-
thors argue that Americans are too pre-occupied with their feelings and therapy, 
so that children are not brought up as self-reliant anymore. They promote a 
greater trust in the human psyche, which is strong enough to allow individuals to 
deal with troubles successfully without the help of a psychiatrist.  

While there certainly exists an alarming reliance on therapy in American cul-
ture, one needs to be wary of Hoff Sommers and Satel�s argument�s implica-
tions. In their strong opposition to �therapism�, they seem to disregard the cura-
tive aspect of accessing one�s feelings. Moderate self-reflection is not equal to 
self-obsession. Sharing feelings is also a way to bond with people, and to build 
healthy relationships and strong communities. Moreover, Hoff Sommer and 
Satel build their argument on popular American myths: 

 
(T)herapism will lose credibility when more Americans come to understand how it fun-

damentally contradicts our ideals about character and about our national character. From 

the earliest days of its founding, the nation has been guided by a philosophy that social 

historians call the American Creed. The creed�s paramount values are self-reliance, stoi-

cism, courage in the face of adversity, and the valorization of excellence. Therapism is at 

odds with them all. (218) 

 
The authors thus call upon American exceptionalism, displaying a fear of mo-
dernity by recurring to nostalgic images and nationalist language. They feed the 
myth of self-reliance, instead of critically reflecting on it. Their book emanates a 
panic about American culture�s eroding values. It is thus a testimony of thera-
py�s central and controversial place in American culture.  

Their book is proof of the obvious significance that a concentration on the 
self, and by extension self-help, receives in the individualized society. Micki 
McGee sees this connection in arguing that the self is being belabored by the 
self-help realm. The “largely individual undertaking” of self-help (19) is basical-
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ly aimed at fashioning one�� ���� ���	 
 ��� 	� ��� ����� ������ 	�� �	 ��� ��	r-
ida�s term, a member of the creative class. Similar to Illouz, McGee also main-
tains that the incessant occupation with oneself leads to narcissism. In her aim to 
trace the interconnection of self-help and the employment market, she argues 
that since the second half of the twentieth century, self-help books have shown 
an increased tendency to connect the entrepreneurial with the artistic realm. “To 
follow the path of the heart” (44) in order to fashion one�s “life as a piece of art” 
(157) are slogans that combine the American virtue of following a calling with 
marketing the self as an expressive individual. She mentions Andy Warhol as a 
primary figure who embodied the artist as role model for successful entrepre-
neurship. He was an artist who openly claimed that “[b]eing good in business is 
the most fascinating kind of art” (Warhol cited in McGee, 22).12 Through him 
she exemplifies how aesthetic and commercial values were merged in a culture 
of “bourgeois bohemians” in the 1960s and 70s (22). Such artists-entrepreneurs, 
she claims, became the role models for wanting-to-be-successful individuals, or, 
“Bobos in paradise” (Brooks), in the second half of the twentieth century. Self-
help books relying on such rhetoric became the manual for the creative class. 

McGee argues that the notion of the artistic and entrepreneurial self cannot 
be extended to everyone, but applies only to an exclusive group of achievers. 
However, the millions of self-help books on the market proclaim that everybody 
can become somebody special. For most people, self-help thus constitutes a trap: 
“For these individuals, the self is belabored: caught in a cycle of seeking indi-
vidual solutions to problems that are social, economic, and political in origin” 
(177). Asking how the individual – the �loser� of such an individualized society 
– can fight against these structures, McGee suggests that instead of concentrating 
on the self, individuals should build communities and change individualistic 
structures. The individualistic creative class is not accessible for everybody; and 
it is more rewarding to strive for new ways to build communities. 
 
It is not only the self-help realm which shows a connection to the discourse of 
the self. Some American avant-garde art from the middle of the twentieth centu-
ry shares with self-help a concern for spirituality and the transcendental self. One 
can detect here a continuation of a tradition that runs from the transcendentalists 
to avant-garde art and eventually to Miranda July�s art. Supposedly, however, 
there are differences in the way these issues are addressed. The question is which 
                                                             
12 The performance artist Marina Abramovic in the documentary about her person and 

her work, The Artist is Present (2012), also says that money has been an important 

motivation for her. Obviously, against a popular romantic notion, the two categories 

do not exclude each other in avant-garde art. 
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aspects July continues with and which ones she deconstructs or even distances 
herself from through irony.13  

One notable likeness between the self-help realm, the avant-garde, and July�s 
art is the concern with Eastern spirituality. Wilfried Raussert analyses the influ-
ences of Eastern cultures on American avant-garde art in his book Avantgarden 
in den USA. In artworks from influential artists such as John Cage and Yoko 
Ono, he perceives processes of transculturation. They especially achieved this 
through the integration of Zen Buddhist aspects, such as paradoxical koans (i.e., 
�riddles’, 97). Raussert points out that the transcendentalists were important pre-
decessors to the avant-garde with regards to this inclination towards East Asian 
spirituality (35).14 Moreover, he identifies a continuation of the striving to com-
bine life and art from Emerson and Whitman in the avant-garde (35-36). 

More controversially, Alexandra Munroe�s text “Buddhism and the Neo-
Avant-Garde. Cage Zen, Beat Zen, and Zen,” speaks of an appropriation rather 
than transculturation of Eastern spirituality. She thus evokes appropriation of 
foreign cultural codes as a hegemonic tool that serves white Western culture. In 
the Beat Movement, she sees a rejection of modernism by embracing “what 
these artists construed Zen Buddhism to be” (200-1, emphasis original). Hence, 
mediated or even imagined concepts of Zen, such as spontaneous writings and 
certain modes of subjectivity, became the inspiration and artistic principles of 
                                                             
13 There are other examples of how contemporary avant-garde art is concerned with 

questions around the self, self-help and therapy. The object of Jacob Wren�s perfor-

mances is to explore how the performer can be himself while performing, for example 

in Individualism Was a Mistake (2008). Another example from American perfor-

mance art is Ann Liv Young, who as the character Sherry Vignon provides therapy in 

her participatory shows Sherapy and Cinderella. 

14 In the Romantic era, the first writings emerged in the US that explicitly referenced the 

�East� in philosophical terms. Alan Hodder points out that while Emerson set out to 

theorize his concepts of self and Over-Soul without being knowledgeable about Bud-

dhism or Hinduism, he later found in them correlations to his thinking. “His favorite 

doctrines of �compensation� or �fate’, for example, often found expression in the Indi-

an doctrine of action or karma… and hard-worked notions of the �self� and the �Over-

Soul� found rough correlation in the Upanishadic doctrines of �tman and brahman” 

(Hodder 31). The Transcendentalists were not learned scholars of Eastern spirituality. 

Their interest remained personal and their reasoning remained within Western dis-

course (34-35). They thus can be said to have acculturated some aspects of Hinduism, 

Buddhism and Confucianism in order to fit them into their Western knowledge sys-

tems. On Emerson and Thoreau�s impact on Eastern influences in American art see al-

so Vivien Greene, “Aestheticism and Japan: The Cult of the Orient,” 60-61.  
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Kerouac, Ginsberg, and others (200).15 According to Munroe, at the same histor-
ical moment, the San Francisco Bay Area became the American center for the 
appropriation of Zen Buddhism and the aim to achieve “the practical transfor-
mation of human consciousness” in the population (211).16 With the impact of 
the Beat Generation and a generally heightened desire for self-awareness 
(Franck 237), Zen Buddhism consequently became a mainstream phenomenon. 
This spiritual concern with the self adds to the Californian cult of the self that 
Foucault defined.  

Miranda July�s art seems to be informed by this concern with the self and 
with spirituality. At the same time, the process of making art and the state of be-
ing an artist are inherent in her work. McGee�s argument makes obvious that this 
is a fruitful connection. She points out how the concept of the transcendental 
self, Eastern spirituality, and the artist as role model find their way into popular 
self-help literature. In the early 1990s, self-help books that coupled the notion of 
life as art with New Ageism became popular. Books such as Laurence G. Boldt�s 
Zen and the Art of Making a Living (1992) and Marsha Sinetar�s Do What You 
Love, The Money Will Follow (1987) give advise on how to become successful 
when assuming a worldview informed by Buddhism (122-25). Avant-garde art-
ists by extension have become role models for the achievement of spiritual self-
awareness and its resolute expression. The idol of the culturally expressive per-
son that is in touch with the self thus connects the figure of the artist with self-
help.  

Coming back to the discussion of the individualized society and the concen-
tration on the self, there is an obvious ambivalence about how helpful self-help 
can be. For some scholars, self-help amounts to the �belaboring of the self� and 
the cementation of a society of egocentric individuals. Others regard it as a 
treatment against the anxiety over becoming lonely. In the spiritually inclined 
self-help realm, the location of the inner self and its expression are marketed as 
the highest goods a person can possess. Miranda July as an artist in the avant-
garde tradition apparently suits the idol of the expressive individual – an achiev-
er of the creative class. One obvious example is that she makes herself visible in 
her work. It is not an exaggeration to say that her work stands in a tradition of 
American intellectual and artistic concern with the self. At the same time, her 
references to self-help culture and to a Western appropriation of Eastern spiritu-
                                                             
15 On the Beat Movement�s selective appropriation of Zen Buddhism, see also Katja 

Werthmann, Zen und Sinn. Westliche Aneignung, Interpretation und Praxis einer 

buddhistischen Meditation (1992). 

16 She here references the Californian Zen Guru Alan Watts. Her article�s title moreover 

references Watts� critical publication Beat Zen, Square Zen, and Zen. 
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ality clearly align her with the spiritual self-help realm. In her art she treats that 
which the self-help realm popularizes. However, her transfer of this realm into 
the realm of art opens up a way for an ambiguous representation. It has the pow-
er to leave me irritated. This book seeks to find out how July achieves this effect. 

 
 

1.4 THE STRUCTURE OF THIS BOOK 
 

In order to pursue these questions, I will concentrate on three of July�s major 
works. These are the Internet project Learning to Love You More (2002-09), the 
movie Me and You and Everyone We Know (2005), and selected short stories 
from the collection No One Belongs Here More Than You (2007). The three 
chapters are organized chronologically according to the works� release or publi-
cation dates. Each chapter concentrates on one piece of work rather than being 
organized according to different topics. This structure facilitates the considera-
tion of the different media the artworks are produced in. Moreover, and this also 
justifies the chronological order, it helps to detect possible differences or devel-
opments in July�s approach to self-help culture. 

First, the Internet project Learning to Love You More (LTLYM) most obvi-
ously references self-help by way of its very form. In this participatory art pro-
ject, July and her collaborator Harrell Fletcher supply the public with assign-
ments. These give instructions on how to make art. LTLYM provides the plat-
form to exhibit the results. Its form is based on avant-garde principles of partici-
pation that seek ways to emphasize the audience�s role. I argue that this method 
bears a relation to self-help culture in providing acknowledgment for expressive 
individuals in a largely individualized and anonymous society. In contrast to 
avant-garde projects in the 1960s, Web 2.0 extends the possibilities of audience 
participation.17 I see the medium of the Internet as crucial for the analysis of the 

                                                             
17 LTLYM is not July�s only participatory project. In The Hallway (2008), the museum 

audience walks along a hallway, which features plates that are to represent the partici-

pants� thoughts. With 11 Heavy Things (2009), she created sculptures for the fifty-

third International Art Exhibition at the Venice Biennale. The sculptures only receive 

meaning when a person interacts with them. July instructs the audience to have pic-

tures taken from this interaction. These documents of interaction are supposed to be 

circulated via e-mail. I am concentrating on the project LTLYM here because it is an 

online project larger in conception than 11 Heavy Things. Moreover, it makes the art-

works visible, whereas there is no official platform for the pictures taken with 11 

Heavy Things.  
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work�s content. Most importantly, the project LTLYM references contemporary 
media culture, as for example the virtual community. With reference to questions 
about isolation and the lack of community that is deplored by Bauman and oth-
ers, I am going to discuss the project�s means to counter individualization 
tendencies. In the end, the question is whom LTLYM attempts to help in finding 
support through an online community, and who is susceptible to such a project. 
Does LTLYM merely reinforce the individualization tendencies of supposedly 
authentic selves who desire to be part of the creative class?  

In contrast to the participatory basis of the Internet project, the film Me and 

You and Everyone We Know (Me and You) has to rely on other media-specific 
means to portray self-help culture. However, it also references participatory art 
by visualizing it. For this reason, I have chosen to analyze Me and You, while I 
leave her second feature film The Future (2011) aside. As another variation of 
the theme of expressive individualism, The Future also combines a love story 
with the question of self-fulfillment. Here, however, the topic of participation 
and healing through art fades into the background, and along with it the question 
of community.  

The film Me and You is set in a suburban, white, middle-class neighborhood 
and stages Miranda July as the artist Christine Jesperson, who falls in love with 
Richard (John Hawkes), a recently separated shoe-salesman and father of two. 
This main plot is interrupted by a number of sub-plots involving different char-
acters. All of these individuals have certain concerns they attempt to cure with 
personally defined self-help strategies. The chapter is structured according to the 
degree of success that the film implies the strategies to have. It starts by analyz-
ing representations of controversial strategies. First of all, Richard�s application 
of slogans and rituals from foreign cultures seems exaggerated. Therefore, the 
question is raised whether the film mocks the self-help strategy of appropriating 
foreign cultural codes. The second sub-chapter looks at a phenomenon specific 
to Western consumerist culture. It analyzes how economic materialism is por-
trayed as a common strategy to find comfort. Thirdly, I ask about the signifi-
cance of the movie�s emphasis on children�s and young adults� sexualities. How 
are the children and young adult characters constructed and what are their roles 
in relation to the adults? Finally, this chapter comes back to Miranda July�s per-
sonification of the young aspiring artist. While all self-help strategies appear to 
implicate different controversial aspects, art is portrayed as a valuable way to 
help one’s self and others. How can the personal struggles be categorized and in 
how far does July portray the creative class in this film?  

The final analytical chapter provides close readings of some of July�s short 
stories from her collection No One Belongs Here More Than You (No One). In 
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distinction to the predominantly jocular tone in Me and You, the tone in the sto-
ries is rather melancholic. I argue that this is in great part due to July�s portrayal 
of lonely individuals, by way of which she references the controversial side of 
the individualized society. Consequently, this chapter�s underlying assumption is 
that the short stories portray a society in need of help instead of one fostering 
successful self-help strategies. However, this bleak tendency is disrupted by 
ironic, humorist elements that disturb an unambiguous reading experience.  

In the first sub-chapter, I read the stories “The Shared Patio,” “How To Tell 
Stories To Children,” and “The Boy From Lam Kien” with regard to the topic of 
loneliness. In the second sub-chapter, I reconstruct how the characters deal with 
their imminent anxiety in the stories “Mon Plaisir,” “The Man on the Stairs,” and 
“Making Love in 2003.” If expressive individualism is a strategy to confront 
contemporary individualization tendencies, how do the characters adhere to it in 
order to feel acknowledged? Finally, as in the movie, sexuality is a prominent 
topic in many of the stories. In a disturbing way for the reader, July chooses to 
portray sexuality as personal failure rather than happy fulfillment. Reading the 
stories “Something That Needs Nothing” and “The Sister,” I ask what signifi-
cance sexual inadequacy has for the portrayal of subjects in an individualized 
society. 

The irritation that accompanied my initial readings is the driving force be-
hind my close readings in this book. This introduction sought to communicate 
this irritation about Miranda July�s work. In the following chapters, I want to as-
certain the reasons for my reading experience. Along with these readings, it will 
become clear what is special about Miranda July�s art. In the end of the book, I 
hope I will have convinced the reader that her voice articulates a unique and thus 
significant critique of the modern self. 




